FROM EXHIBITION OF MEXICAN ARTS AT THE CORCORAN GALLERY

The collection, to be exhibited from April 1 to 22, is being circulated in this country by the American Federation of Arts.

**Incense burner, from the State of Guerrero.** This ware, with polychrome decoration, is made for ceremonial use.

**Water jar, from Huamantla, Michoacan.** This object is regarded as pure an example of Indian design as exists in modern Mexican pottery.

**Portrait of a child—an oil work of the nineteenth century, from Guadalajara, Jalisco.**

**President Hoover boarding the battleship Arizona at Old Point Comfort, Va., for his vacation cruise in Southern waters.** Secretary Hurley and Secretary Wilbur are following him aboard.

**Theodore G. Joslin, newly appointed secretary to President Hoover, at his desk just after assuming his official duties as successor to George Akerson.**

**Spring is certainly here.** Who could wish for a fairer sign than Ona Munson in this refreshing ensemble which Hollywood votes as stylishly above reproach for these Spring afternoons.

**FOR EASTER—WEAR AN EMILE PERMANENT WAVE**

*They Last Longer*

Their Individuality CANNOT Be Imitated

Hair Tinting By Experts

Grey Hair Restored to Its Natural Color

EASTERTIME IS PERFUME TIME

We Carry All the Better French Perfumes

1221 CONNECTICUT AVENUE

Emile

The Originator of Permanent Wave in Washington

**The plane carrier Lexington leads the way.** A view along the sweeping deck of the carrier, with a column of battleships following in her wake off Panama.

**The plane carrier Lexington leads the way.**
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